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This book analyses the state of the natural environment and the causes of its degradation using
the biosphere approach. Further, those issues that must be resolved immediately on the global
level are identified following the ideas defined by V.I. Vernadsky, and new principles of Man-
Nature interaction are pursued. The modern world currently faces three global trends inducing
biosphere degradation and the aggravation of ecological hazards, namely: a) rapid and
uncontrolled growth of human population on the Earth and insufficient natural resources to
sustain it; (b) technogenesis development; and (c) global climate change and the aggravation of
natural disasters. Ecological safety and military security are becoming the crucial conditions for
the survival of modern civilization. To mitigate the ecological strain on the Earth, the
technogenesis strategy should be changed and many other pressing issues must be resolved.
These problems should be addressed using the biosphere approach, because the individual
human being is the biosphere constituent, and his or her safety cannot be provided without
maintaining the entire natural system on our planet.

"One of the best Colonialism and Nationalism books of all time." -- BookAuthority"By bringing
the agency and influence of Southeast Asian actors into his analysis, Ngoei's book offers more
regional insight to interested readers seeking knowledge about American influence in Southeast
Asia. The book itself represents a noteworthy intersection of historical, comparative, and
security scholarship and would be of equal interest to historians, political scientists, and regional
scholars alike." -- Pacific Affairs"Review"In this important book, Wen-Qing Ngoei applies a fresh,
wide-angle lens to Southeast Asian regional dynamics from the 1940s to the 1970s. He offers a
challenging new interpretation of US and British policies toward the region while tracing
Southeast Asia's uneasy transition from a European-dominated colonial order to an era of
American hegemony. Deeply researched in the archives of several nations and engagingly
written, Arc of Containment illuminates critical elements of the international history of modern
Southeast Asia long obscured by our fixation on the Vietnam War."-- Robert J. McMahon, Ralph
D. Mershon Professor Emeritus, Ohio State University --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.From the Back Cover"Wen-Qing Ngoei makes a persuasive case for the deeply
connected colonial and post-colonial trajectories of Malaysia and Singapore's neighbors.
Ngoei's book belongs in classes on US and British foreign relations, Southeast Asian politics
and history, and should be read by every scholar in these fields."-- Bradley Simpson, University
of Connecticut, and author of Economists with Guns"Arc of Containment is a genuine pleasure
to read. Wen-Qing Ngoei deftly places the history of the Vietnam war in a larger regional
perspective. He is able to show--very convincingly--that Vietnam was something of an
anomaly."-- Mark Atwood Lawrence, University of Texas, Austin, and author of Assuming the



Burden --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorWen-Qing Ngoei is an
assistant professor of humanities at the Singapore Management University. His essays have
appeared in journals such as Diplomatic History and Journal of American-East Asian
Relations.Read more
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The book by V.I. Osipov has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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